
Dear deeply esteemed editor-in-chief of Ukrainian Journal of Physics, President of NAS 

of Ukraine, Academician  Anatoly G. Zagorodny, 

 

I am pleased to submit an original research article entitled “The informational 

physical model – Nuclear Force” for consideration to publish in your journal.   

 

This paper presents the initial physical model of the fundamental Nature Nuclear force 

that binds nucleons in nuclei in framework of the whole Planck scale informational 

physical model, two main papers are  https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.0707.4657 

and http://dx.doi.org/10.20944/preprints202110.0453.v4 ,  which is based on the  

philosophical “The Information as Absolute” concept http://arxiv.org/abs/1004.3712 

that was developed  mainly in 2007-22 years.  

 

 In the concept it is rigorously proven that nothing exists besides some informational 

patterns/systems of the patterns that are   elements of the absolutely fundamental, and 

absolutely infinite, “Information” Set; including Matter, and everything in Matter, are 

only some informational patterns/systems ‒ elements of the Set. That allowed to define 

scientifically practically all fundamental – “Meta-Physical” ‒ phenomena/notions in 

physics, has made the outstanding von Weizsäcker and Fredkin-Toffli hypotheses 

completely natural in physics; and, basing on the concept and the hypotheses, to solve, 

or essentially to clarify, a number of fundamental physical problems, including to 

develop initial  models of fundamental Nature  Gravity and  Electric forces, which act in 

a few traits as that is in  the presented here Nuclear Forces’ model.  

 

The paper contains undoubtedly new fundamental physical results, which are in full 

accordance with all existent reliable experimental data; and is actual, since it essentially 

finalizes the whole physical model above, which is essential contribution into further 

physics development on the way “classical physics – QM – Planck scale physics”. The 

submission is in full accordance with the journal Aims and Scope, and so the authors 

hope that it will be   published in your respectful journal. 

 

Thank you for your consideration, 

best regards, 

sincerely, 

Kph-m n Sergey Shevchenko    

 

Relating to the requirement to point 3 reviewers for non-blind reviews – that is some 

non-scientific requirement that exits in journal for some non-scientific reasons, as, say, 

that clearly pointed in the Guide for Authors in some journal: 

 

“…In the submission portal, you must provide the names, affiliations, and e-mail 

addresses of five potential reviewers; you may provide contact details for up to three 

excluded reviewers. These suggestions will not necessarily be used by editors, but they 

will be referenced as an indication of the authors' view of the research landscape of the 

submitted work. …..” 

 

- the scientific landscape of any really scientific paper is pointed in its reference list, and 

by no means that are names, affiliations, and e-mail addresses of any people. 

 

 

 


